Chihuahua Puppies
“Look at that one mom!” I said pointing. “We can’t keep all of them Nathan” my mom
explained. I stopped and stared at all the little puppies squirming in the dog bed. Watching their
soft hair brush on the dog bed I thought why can’t I keep one.

One Dog
"These puppies are almost 6 weeks they could be sold now," mom said tapping on her
phone. One of the puppies waddled up to my foot and started licking my big toe.

One Dog
I sat down and next to the puppy and wanted the dog so bad I didn't even know that my mom
was calling me. "Don't go to attached to that puppy Nathan," My mom said glaring at me waiting
for a response.I was trying to think of what to say next because all I was thinking about was the
puppy. "Ok mom," I finally said.

Persuasion
"But why can't I keep the dog?," I said confused. My mom was just watching tv then she
lowered the volume to the point I could not even hear the man on the tv. "Nathan if we had they
money you know I would let you keep him," Mom said looking at me calmly. Day after day, I tried
convincing her but nothing will work for her I even said I would pay for the dog but she wouldn't
crack.

My First Dog
Just when I lost all hope this happened. "Just two more dogs to sell," mom said explained. I
was counting the puppies "What do you mean we have three more?"I said confused. Mom said,
"Well... I know how much you wanted that dog so I decided to let you keep him," My mom said
smiling."Thank you but what about the money?" I said. Mom said, "well I'm sure we could cut
back on some things." I hugged my mom and went to bed.

Chihuahua Training
"Come Stanley Come!" I said clapping my hands he looks at me in confusion and I sigh. "It's
hard to train a dog trust me I know because I train them before I sell them," My mom said
watching Stanley chase his tail.

Stanley
"Arf!" My dog Stanley barked as I was opening a can of dog food. While I was doing that I
thought this could have never happened if my mom would have sold the dog but instead she let
me keep him.

Stanley
I was about to set the dog food down, instead he jumped up and took it out of my hand. I was
about to take it from him, but he already ate all of the dog food. Wagging his tail he walked over
to me and went to sleep on my foot.

Chihuahua Training
I watched Stanley tripping over his own foot and looked at mom and said, “Umm you think
you could help me train him maybe because you're a master at training dogs?”. “You’re lucky
Nathan, ok I will help you but once so watch closely,” Mom said. Days later, he was bathroom
trained if I called him he would come.
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